
                   
 
 

      

 

Advanced Business Management for Denturists - DOMx 
 

- Big Business techniques that work for denturists. 

 

Course Summary  
Denturists will walk away from this course inspired to improve their business and their work flow. 
Specific techniques will be presented to increase office efficiency from the waiting room through 
the front desk; laboratory; back office; and remote locations. This lively course will include specific 
strategic planning and implementations that work for denturists. Topics will include how the 
denturist can: 1) improve work flow; 2) achieve rock solid patient charting; 3) increase patient 
treatment acceptance; 4) utilize “Value Forward” marketing techniques to attract more business.  

 

Course Outline 
 

1) Improve WORK FLOW  

 
• Specific techniques will be presented to help the denturist achieve optimal efficiency in 

the work flow of the denturist practice - from patient management to office and 
laboratory procedure management. 
 

•  Remote clinics? Working off site? Why network access to clinic information need no 
longer be a problem 

 

2) Rock Solid PATIENT CHARTING 

 
• Why paperless is now practical EVEN for the “paper chart only kind of person” 

 

• Unique Intra Oral Imaging and Charting options 
o Demonstration of an easy to use wireless intra-oral camera that the denturist 

can walk around with in their lab coat pocket. Images will be wirelessly and 
directly inserted into their DOMx practice management software. 

o Denturists can then make charting notes directly on the image using a pen like 
input device on screen. 

 
3) Increase PATIENT TREAMENT ACCEPTANCE  

 
• Specific presentation techniques that work to increase patient treatment acceptance.  

 

• Professional Treatment Planning to elevate your business and protect your 
professional responsibilities.   

 
4) VALUE FORWARD Marketing Techniques   

 
• Proven big business strategies that work for denturist clinics.  

 

• Denturists will leave with specific examples and strategies that can be implemented 
immediately into their practice.  
 

 



                   
 
 

      

 

 
 

 
Instructor Biography: Dean Fenwick, B.Ed, MCP 

 
Dean Fenwick is a sought after speaker and educator on practice management for 
denturists throughout Canada and the USA. He has taught a 4th year required course for 
use of computers in the denturist practice for the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology 
(NAIT) 2004-2009. He and has been instrumental in getting insurance companies on 
board to electronically submit claims for denturists and he continues to lobby and help 
insurance companies understand denturism.  Before his work with denturists, Dean taught 
computer science for high school and business management and entrepreneurship at the 
college level. He managed several small businesses before founding Specialized Office 
Systems Inc. in 1999. Since then Dean has been focused on exclusively providing 
specialized practice management solutions for denturists culminating in the recent release 
of the DOMx revolutionary software for denturists. 
 

 
 
 

 


